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WELCOME TO
OUR ALN PROVISION
WELCOME TO OUR ALN DEPARTMET

This booklet describes the support you can find at school if you are a
young person with an additional learning need and / or a disability.
What is an additional learning need or disability?
If someone has a additional learning need it means that they find learning more difficult than
others.
If they have a disability, this can make learning harder.
We at Pontypridd High School will make sure that we give you the extra or different help that
you need to help you to access learning and to succeed.
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These are the staff
members who lead our
ALN provision

MEET OUR TEAM

Mrs Finney, Mrs Cope,
Miss Francis and Miss
Lee will make sure that
you have the correct
support, help and
interventions in place to
help you succeed.

Mrs Claire Finney

Miss Nicola Francis

ALNCo

Senior ALNCo Support
Officer

SEBD Teacher

Mrs Emma Cope

They work closely with
your parents / carers to
make sure that you are
happy in school.
They also work closely
with all the teaching
assistants, teachers and
wellbeing staff in the
school to make sure you
get the help you need.
Miss Catherine Lee

ALNCo Support Officer
CLA Support

Emerging Leader for Wellbeing
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Miss J Lewis

Mrs C Prosser

Mrs L McPhillips

Miss C Hoskings

Support Assistant

Support Assistant

Support Assistant

Support Assistant

Miss B Davies

Mrs L Bruce

Miss C Taylor

Miss H Griffiths

Support Assistant

Support Assistant

Support Assistant

Support Assistant
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Miss H Blewett

Miss C Ashcroft

Mrs S Norton

Miss S Lane

Support Assistant

Support Assistant

Support Assistant

Support Assistant

Miss R Denner

Mrs M Rosser

Mrs F Vance

Miss M Preedy

Support Assistant

Support Assistant

Support Assistant

Support Assistant
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Mrs K Griffiths

Miss L Whelpton

Mrs C Maxworthy

Miss R Ford

Skills Assistant/ ELSA

ELSA

ELSA

ELSA

Miss C Bartlett

Mrs C Hughes

BRIDGE - Complex Needs

BRIDGE - EBD Needs
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What is
an additional learning need
(ALN) ?
An additional learning need is something that
makes learning more difficult to achieve.
This can be dyslexia, dyspraxia, autism,
Asperger’s or ADHD.

What exactly is a disability?
A disability is something that makes day to day life and
learning harder than it may normally be

This can be a visual impairment, hearing impairment,
physical impairment, medical condition or social and
emotional difficulties.
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THE DEN
Developing Emotions through Nurture.

What is the DEN?
The Den is one of our nurture
rooms within that you can use
for extra support with literacy
and numeracy. It is also a space
where you can access emotional
support and it is a quiet place to
work.
More than anything,
it is a safe place.
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What can I do in the DEN?
We use the DEN to do lots of different
activities. You are welcome to come here
during lunch and break-time and relax with
friends and other children.
Here we do LEGO therapy, ELSA sessions,
literacy and numeracy interventions and
there is also a sensory room for you to use.
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THE SENSORY SUITE
A quiet and calm room to unwind if you feel upset, stressed, angry or anxious.
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INTERVENTIONS
Learning with others, with support to improve our skills.

What is an intervention?
An intervention is when a teacher or
teaching assistant helps you to overcome
some difficulties you might have by
removing barriers to learning as well as
filling in any gaps in your knowledge or
use of skills.
We do a variety of interventions in the
DEN such as literacy to improve reading
and spelling and numeracy to improve
our maths skills. We have memory
groups and socialisation activities to
help us work and talk with other children
and adults easier.
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Here are some of the
literacy interventions
we do in the DEN;
Reading Support
Spelling Support
Handwriting Practice
Read, Write Inc.
Literacy Launch Pad
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Here are some of the
numeracy interventions
we do in the DEN;

My Maths
Times Tables practice
Doodle Apps
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Engineer

LEGO GROUPS

Controls the instructions

Get creative and work together to build a new project to proudly display!

Supplier
Controls the pieces

What is a LEGO group?
The most popular club in school has to be the
LEGO club. Some children work in groups of
three with an aim to build a LEGO model by
listening to instructions.

Builder
Controls the construction

You are given a role; either engineer, supplier
or builder and then you work with as part of a
team to build your model.
We have a cabinet full of completed projects
that aims to be refilled every new school year.
Work together and proudly display your
achievements!
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What is ELSA?

ELSA
Emotional Literacy Support Assistance

The DEN is just one of
the nurture
environments we have
in school; we also
have two ELSA
rooms.
Some of you might be
familiar with ELSA
already. ELSA will
help you to understand
and regulate your
emotions.
Most ELSA sessions
last for 6 weeks.
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How will ELSA help me?
You may be offered ELSA support for a wide variety of reasons.
ELSA covers a lot of emotional topics including:


Recognising emotions



Social and friendship skills



Self-esteem



Anger management



Anxiety



Loss and bereavement

ELSA will help you to develop coping strategies and regulate
your emotions. We do this by creating tasks and targets for each
individual so that it is personal to you.
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What will I do during ELSA?
ELSA sessions are designed to provide time
to talk about anything and everything. You
might also play some games or undergo
therapeutic activities like mindfulness or
through arts and crafts.
Our goal is to build a warm and respectful
relationship so that you can feel confident
discussing any issues. You will learn how to
understand your own feelings.
We aim to be able to provide an
environment in which you can feel calm
and safe.
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Who are the
SEBD team?

MEET OUR SEBD TEAM

There are 3
members of staff
within the SEBD
class. These are Mrs
Claire Finney, Miss
Jessica Jones and
Miss Kylie Ponting.
They are always
available to provide
you with any
emotional, social or
behavioural support
that you need.

Mrs Claire Finney
ALNCo
SEBD Teacher
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Miss Jessica Jones

Miss Kylie Ponting

SEBD Support Assistant

SEBD Support Assistant

SEBD CLASS
Social Emotional Behaviour Difficulties.

What is the SEBD Class?
The SEBD class is another part of our ALN
provision. It is suited towards those children
who have difficulty with their social, emotional, and behaviour skills.
All of the staff from our SEBD class are
here to make your life easier. You will
engage in different activities
ranging from extra literacy and numeracy
support to circle time to express emotions.
These will help you refocus as part of the
pathway back into mainstream learning.
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Where is the SEBD Class?
The SEBD Class is up the stairs next to the
DEN. It is a welcoming environment where
all your needs will be met.
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LUNA

What is LUNA?

Learning Under New Atmospheres.

LUNA is a new,
space-themed room
which is imaginatively
lit and includes
different sensory
features for you to
enjoy.
This room is for those
children who have
difficulty controlling
their emotions. It is a
secluded and safe
space to be in.
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We were sad to see
our Year 11 pupils leave us last
term to move onto pastures new.
At the same time we are proud
knowing that they have all been
accepted onto their chosen college
course.

YEAR 11 ALN SUCCESS
Overcoming adversity to succeed and grow.

These courses include plumbing,
creative arts and media, hair and
beauty, sports, and science.
We wish them all the luck in the
world for the future and thank
them all for the
wonderful memories they have
left us.
They have promised us that they
will keep in touch to inform us of
their continued success.
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SCHOOL MAP
A guide around our school to help you find your way.

Pontypridd High School is split
into two buildings - upper block and
lower block.
Here is the lower block.
This building is called ‘lower block’ because it starts
with ‘lower numbers’ - 100 and 200.
The 100 rooms are on the ground floor.
The 200 rooms are on the first floor.
Here you will find some of your classes but most
importantly you will find one of our
ELSA rooms in 211.
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Here is the upper
block’s ground floor.
This building is called ‘upper
block’ because it starts with ‘higher
numbers’ - 300 and 400.
The 300 rooms are on the ground
floor.
The 400 rooms are on the first
floor.
This is where the DEN is. You can
see it on the bottom left of the
map. We are lucky to have the
dining hall so close by!
When you arrive at the school we
will take you on a tour and show
you where all the rooms are.
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Here is the upper block’s first
floor.
There are a few rooms up here that might be
important to you.
Here, we have the ALN office where you can see
Miss Francis, Mrs Cope and Mrs Finney if you need
to speak to them about anything. You can always talk
to a teaching assistant too.
Right next to the office is the NEST, a quiet room you
can go to sit comfortably and calm yourself, or
complete work quietly.
We also have another ELSA room and RISE - a
nurture room for our older ALN pupils.
In order to reach the SEBD unit and LUNA, you will
have to use the stairs near the DEN - you
cannot get there passing 407.
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SCHOOL UNIFORM

What does the uniform
look like?

Be proud to represent Pontypridd High School.

We expect you to be smartly dressed at
all times. Our school uniform is a good
way to show that you are a part of our
community and proud to be in our
school.
Shirts - A white short-sleeved
polo shirt with school badge.

Jumper / Cardigan - Black
jumper with school badge or a black
waist-length cardigan with school
badge.
The school badge is an important part of
the uniform.
No plain shirts or jumpers are allowed.
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What does the uniform
look like?
Shoes - Plain black flat shoes. No trainers.
Socks - Plain black or white. Black or
natural colour tights may be worn if
preferred.
Trousers/Skirt - Plain black in a suitably
smart style. No jeans or types of denim.
Skirts must be knee length and acceptable to
the school.
Coats - Dark, plain black fleeces or fleece
lined and waterproof jackets with the school
badge are available.
Hoodie tops are not allowed.
All top coats must be removed in
classrooms. Hats, caps and beanies are not to
be worn
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P.E KIT
Proud to play for Pontypridd High!

What about the PE kit?
Shirt - Black or red sports shirt with
school badge.
Shorts / Tracksuit / Leggings - School
shorts, long black tracksuit bottoms or
black leggings. Some small stripes or
logos are allowed. No bright colours.
No jewellery to be worn during PE
lessons. Long hair must be tied back.
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What is RISE?
RISE is another room similar to
the DEN but mostly for children
in our older year groups. The
pupils will use this room during
break and lunch time to chat
with their friends and relax.
On some occasions children are
able to use this room instead of
going to normal, timetabled
lessons where it maybe easier to
concentrate and where more
support is available
Rise up and overcome your
barriers.

RISE
Reaching Independence through a Structured Environment.
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THE NEST
Nurture Emotional Social Time.

What is the NEST?
The NEST is a small room adjacent
to the ALN Office. You can come
here to relax and have some quiet
time if needed.
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TIMETABLES

What does my timetable
look like?

Your new schedule.

Your teachers and teaching assistants are
all here to help you with your timetable.
Each day there are five lessons with break
and lunch in between. Lessons will be in
different rooms but we will all help you
find your way around.
This is an example of what a timetable
might look like.
You will see your subject, your teacher
and room number in each box.
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DINNER TIME

Where do I go for a drink and food ?

Know where to go for food and how to buy!

At break and lunchtime you will have a wide
choice of things to drink and food to eat.
Year 7 and 8 children can use the main canteen in
the school hall. Years 9 to 13 are able to use our
’Bytezone’ and school café also.
We have a system where there is a daily limit of
£5 to spend so you will need to think about what
you want to buy to be as healthy as you can..
You can also bring your own packed lunch and
snacks if you want to.
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WE LOOK FORWARD TO
MEETING YOU

We have already met your primary school teachers and know a lot about you and your learning
styles as well as the support you might need.

This brochure will have helped to answer some of the questions you might have and we trust some
of the things you are worried or anxious about have been covered.
If you have any concerns or want to contact us, you can reach us on the emails below.
finneyc@pontyhigh.co.uk
francisn@pontyhigh.co.uk
copee@pontyhigh.co.uk
leec@pontyhigh.co.uk
We hope to see you all soon!
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